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Abstarct

The understanding of any architecture requires a dou-

ble knowledge and has to merge two types of knowl-

edge: the first is the technique Cartesian one, who 

approaches the physical conformations by the sensi-

tive perception and produces a systematized and ab-

stract knowledge of theoretical and analytical type; the 

second is a poetic ideological knowledge, which ap-

proaches the imaginary configurations and the men-

tal conception, the values and the doctrinal faiths of 

spiritual and holistic type. We define the shape as an 

intermediary interface and mediative between confor-

mation and configuration.

Contrary to a scientific theory, a doctrine recovers 

from the faith in a kind of conception of the universe, 

as from of the world and the religious existence. Or 

to estimate an architecture who is his illustration and 

expression, it is necessary to bring it back to his own 

referent, system of values and faiths. But if an ar-

chitecture is estimated by a system of values and 

considered by different paradigm, there is inevita-

bly incomprehension and possibly some conflict or 

rejection.
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That’s exactly what took place in the case of the houses 

in the region of Tunis from the end of the 19th century, 

it aroused an ambiguous feeling, it alternately felt reluc-

tant and fascinated number of travelers and European 

specialists; as they compare it with paradigms of the 

Roman and European Greco geometrical order which is 

for them the standard, or as they consider it as expres-

sion of its own paradigm based on the topological equili-

bration, stemming from the vision of the Arabic culture 

of the Islam.

Several studies and papers were dedicated as well 

to the medina as to the houses in the region of Tunis, 

however all the researches were focused on intramu-

ros houses. While it exists in countrysides surrounding 

the medina of Tunis with country cottages lived by the 

same users, the well-to-do city inhabitants, but in differ-

ent periods from the year. We tried to throw light on this 

shape of housing in the region of Tunis that we meet in 

the gardens of countrysides surrounding the city in the 

pre-colonial period.

The present paper concerns the houses in the region 

of Tunis, starting an analysis of suburban strengthened 

residences «the bordjs» of the region of pre-colonial 

Tunis, while comparing them with city houses «dars». It 

tries to throw light on this shape of suburban housing in 

the region of Tunis that we meet in the gardens of coun-

trysides surrounding the medina; and watch that both 

variants are versions of the same architectural system, 

and answer the same identical system.

Key Word:  conformations, configurations, the shape, 

interface, theory, doctrine, referent, paradigm, geomet-

rical order, topological equilibration, Bordjs, Dars, archi-

tectural system, identical system.
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Introduction

The comparative analysis of «Dars and «Borjs» shows 

that number of hypotheses moved forward to qualify or 

explain this system stays at the level of generally ac-

cepted ideas, objective unfounded judgments of values 

and hasty opinions. For a long time the travelers, the 

Orientalists and following the specialists who observed 

or studied medinas and city architecture in the region 

of Tunis (beldi) remained shared between a double and 

ambiguous feeling: they are attracted and fascinated by 

its interiorized, hidden beauties of which they suspected 

the existence and into which they did not manage to 

penetrate; they do not manage to explain its curved lines 

and its spiral figures, what feels reluctant what deigns 

to show them the medina: its residual outside space, 

its labyrinthic roads and its blind walls. The architectural 

organization of the Moslem house and the city can be 

effectively thought in terms of generative forms interface: 

Dialogical of the physical conformations and spatiotem-

poral configurations.

Next to the medina surrounded with the bulwarks, there 

is a shape of urbanization, or activity of the territory 

around the city which are the satellite villages and «bor-

djs» suburban housing scattered in the gardens (sénias) 

of countryside. The building itself is surrounded with gar-

dens. The «dar», this house freed from the constraint 

of common ownership, which married the shape of the 

plot of land often irregular, and which opened almost 

exclusively on its centers internal circles; releases itself, 

it is more opened on gardens and possesses a simple 

and regular shape.

The «bordj» trained by the same component places 

as the «dar», is going to elaborate them and to refine 

them, to use new combinations for new units of places, 

and is going to show itself in a regular, simple and rig-

orous shape, but neither axial nor perfectly symmetric. 
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This restructuring seems to us more adequate with the 

poetics of this architecture; because at the bottom it 

backs up the principle of interiority, the principle of to-

pological equilibration of a holarchy made by elements 

and «places-bubbles» which contain themselves some 

in the others; as much as the principle of passage and 

transition asserting in every crossing the respective 

thresholds.

The shift operated by the transfer of the house of an 

adjoining and grouped environment, in which the plots 

of land are often irregular, in the other one opened and 

landscaped, confirms the hypothesis that the «introver-

sion», the «confinement», the «tortuosité», in brief the 

visible disorder, are owed to the structure extern of the 

urban morphology. All these attributes are swept in the 

environment of sénias-gardens. They are not constitu-

ent of the traditional architectural system in the region 

of Tunis.

The house intramuros and the house extramuros, pos-

sess this adaptability to their respective immediate envi-

ronments. This architectural system does not make that 

to adapt itself to an opened environment; in its adapta-

tion it generates a new shape of housing environment 

landscape: «the bordj-sénia «, of which the «bordj» is 

only the type of house. What leads us to consider the 

traditional architectural system in the region of Tunis as 

an adaptive and creative complex system. We can con-

sider the adaptation and the creativity as acts of «re-

design» which acts by transformations at the level of the 

generative intermediate forms.

Dialogic principle

The idea is that the Architectural Space Place con-

sists of a Solid Globbing Device SGD and a Living Fluid 

Environment LFE.
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The physical conformation of the Solid Globbing Device 

SGD and configurations of Living Fluid Environment 

LFE each defines the other at virtual volume in hollow 

VVH.

Considering a real fact: the «bayt», it’s limited by the 

walls constituting the Solid Globbing Device. The in-

teraction between the Solid Globbing Device and 

the Living Fluid Environment is the Virtual Volume in 

Hollow VVH.

Holographic principle

Each Virtual Volume Hollow VVH is organized into ho-

lon (Kostler, 1968), meaning an all constituting an au-

tonomous totality and at the same time a part of a larger 

whole, of the partial to total.

Example:  The « Dar Ndhifa » is a Holon. It is a completely 

formed of «Wust dar ndhifa», «Bayt ras el dar», «Bayt»… 

It is also a part of a larger whole which is the «Bordj». The 

«Bayt ras el dar» is also a holon which is part subsystem 

«Dar ndhifa».

Fig 1: Dialogical model of architectural 
place (Dhouib2004).

Fig 2: Virtual Volume in Hollow VVH.  
a) Virtual Volume  in Hollow
b) Solid Globbing Device
c) Living Fluid Environment

a

b

c
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Poietic interpretation 

We attempt to explain the elaboration of Virtual volume 

in Hollow using poietic interpretation.

The poietic appears as a dialogy between the Material 

and the Spiritual comes from a certain worldview.

These schemas we have suggest that the spiritual in-

fluences the material during its act of conception and 

through the imaginary mental. The imaginary mental is 

Fig 4: Organization of holon «Bordj» 
(Grira, 2010).

Fig 3: Organization of holon « Dar 
Ndhifa » (Grira, 2010).
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located in mediators plans of virtual volume in hollow. 

And the material suggests in turn the spiritual.

The Virtual Volume in Hollow VVH would be the keystone 

/ the soul of architecture, this is the seat of Structural and 

Functional Interfaces SFI at level of the architecturologi-

cal approach. The Virtual Volume in Hollow VVH would 

be also the mediatif plane between sensitif conforma-

tions and spatiotemporal configurations at level of the 

poietic approach.

In our case of bordjs and dars of the region of Tunis pre-

colonial, the poietic doctrine conveys values principles 

and beliefs  of Islam.

The unitarist vision  best expresses  world vision by the  

doctrine of islam. Abstract art and pattern of star poly-

gon are the ideal representation of the unitarist vision.

All creations  influenced by this paradigm are in his im-

age. This creations exprime the values ans the proper-

ties of their paradigm; architecture of house of the region 

of tunis is an exemple, it embodies the properties and 

the essence of his doctrine.

The muslim architecture has embodied the islam spiri-

tual paradigm properties: equilibre dynamic, unit in the 

plurality and plurality in the unit, interiority…

Fig 5: Poietic Model (Dhouib, 2004).

Fig 6: Unitary vision which is compo-
sed of four pairs (Source: architecture 
masters course, M.DHOUIB, ENAU).

Fig 7: The pattern of star polygon 
(Source: architecture masters course, 
M.DHOUIB, ENAU).
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Architecturological analysis of the dwelling 

of Tunis

Morphology and urban structure

The Medina is a compact and dense space organized 

around the Great Mosque Zaytouna. The primary core 

is surrounded by a first enclosure, a second enclosure 

rises to envelop both northern and southern suburbs. 

The Suburban gardens «Sweni» or «bordj» develop out-

side the ramparts of the city, this is an extramural space. 

The suburban gardens are distributed on both sides of 

campaigns roads. 

These are family farms generally provide family grain 

and fruit ... The citizens of Tunis always felt the need to 

make more use and pleasure resort in the orchards. The 

suburban gardens «Sweni» are parcels of fairly regular 

shape and are organized in a frame of orientation north-

south and east-west; direction of the axes of the Roman 

cadastre. 

The «Dar» is an introvert building because of the 

grouped urban fabric and it is the patio, introvert out-

side space, that becomes the source of air and light 

of the house. The patio, discovered central space, is 

the element promoter of the constituent elements of 

the «dar».

The bordj is a building that opens several windows on 

the garden and the farm that surround. The internal 

organization of the bordj is maked around a patio or a 

covered court whereas its external organization it is the 

suburban farm.

The city-dwellers of Tunis lived in the town houses 

Intramural and the houses of pleasure in the suburbs 

during very determined periods of the year. This fact, 

Fig 8: Summary diagram of the urban 
organization of the Tunis Medina. (Grira, 
2010).

Fig 9: Urban organization of campaig-
ns surrounding the Medina of Tunis: 
Example: Location map of Manouba. 
(Grira, 2010).
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they have transferred their life style of the house intra-

muros to the home extramuros. 

We have chosen to compare a town house: Dar Ben 
Abdallah and a suburban home: Bordj Kobbet En Nhass.

Constructive Mode

—  Bordjs and dars use the same construction system; 

the planar plans: bearing walls, Vaulted roof and Flat 

roof in wood joist .

—  The difference in the use of party walls is explained 

by the change in the immediate environment. The im-

mediate environment is grouped into the fabric Me-

dina, free and opens in the countryside.

Plastic Shape

— The different units that organize bordjs and dars or-

ganize themselves around several courses. 

Fig 10: In the case of « Dar »; internal 
structure is the organization of “dar” and 
the external structure is the grouped ur-
ban fabric. (Grira, 2010).

Fig 11: Suburban House Extramuros: 
«Borj» Case of «Borj Kobbet En Nhass». 
(Grira, 2010).

Tab 1: Constructive Mode (Grira, 2010).
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Always, the bordjs are presented as a simple built in a reg-

ular shape whereas the dars suit the shape of the parcel. 

It is the change of the immediate environment that also 

explains this difference. 

Proportion of the units in the entity

It is again the change of the immediate environment 

that influences the proportions of the units entities in the 

partition.  

The bordj stands to the surroundings of the farm garden 

(swéni). The bordj responds to the agricultural vocation 

of the farms gardens whereas the dar is part of the fabric 

médinal and responds to his vocation of lodging.

Orientation

The most beautiful bayt is often oriented Southeast: the 

direction of the qibla.

— In the bordj the components open on the farm 

«sania», the garden «jnina» and the court of the bordj, 

the ground floor possesses fewer openings for safety.

Tab 2: Plastic Shape, (Grira, 2010).

Tab 3: Proportion of the unitsin the 
entity (Grira, 2010).
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— The dars have almost no openings to the outside, the 

dar opens to the patio that is the internalized outside 

space. 

— The difference is also explained by the change in the 

immediate environment.

The systemic analysis allowed us to sketch a model of 

the dwelling of Tunis. The model of the dwelling of Tunis 

is a sequence of rules.

Rule 1: Constructive System of planar planes: These 

are massive constructions; the volumes in hollow ap-

pear sculpted in material. 

Rule 2: Bordjs and dars adapt to their respective im-

mediate surroundings/environments.

The dwelling of Tunis has this characteristic to adapt to 

its surroundings/immediate environment, it is an adap-

tive complex system. 

Rule 3: The elementary components are organized into 

several units, and the units are organized around several 

courses of distribution, which gives places entities com-

pounds and complexes. 

The components of the Tunis dwelling organized into hi-

erarchical level (holons), component Systems of places 

in intermediate assemblies stable forms. 

Tab 4: Orientation (Grira, 2010).
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Rule 4: The most important surface in terms of units 

/ entities in the dwelling of Tunis follows the vocation of 

the building.

Thus changing the structure of urban housing  regular-

ization of its shape and its organization, partial cover of 

the courses and openings on the surrounding appears 

as an adaptation of the same system to a different 

environment. 

Rule 5: Proportion and regularity:

— The wust adopts in the two cases a squared shape 

— The bayt kbu et mkaser adopts in the two cases an 

oblong shape.

— The bayt ras el dar is in both cases in a square that 

adapts to the practice of the place. 

Rule 6: Orientation 

— The bayt ras el dar is oriented Southeast toward the 

direction of the Qibla 

Rule 7: The luminous ambiances:      

— For bordjs the different bayts opens also toward the 

outside which invalidates the idea of introversion clo-

sing and closing of the dwelling tunisoise. 

— It is rather about a research of the progressive in-

teriority since the outside until in the most intimate 

bubbles. 

We felt that the complexity of the house depends on its 

size (which in turn related to the needs and resources of 

the owner). We felt also that places components while 

preserving the same components will increase in size 

when going from the common house to go to the man-

sions and palaces in the case of bordjs and dars. 
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— The architecturological analysis on the dwelling tuni-

soise has shown us that the two sub systems studied 

belong to the same architectural system that of the 

dwelling Tunis. 

Their difference in shape is caused by an adap-

tation of the structure of the dwelling to an open 

environment.

The dwelling as a CAS adapts to different situations: 

If we consider bordj Kobbet In Nhass and Dar Ben 

Abdullah, the two dwellings have the same component 

systems, dar ndhifa, Makhzen, dispositif d’entrée, dwir-

iya et dar Dhiaf. 

This is a same and a single type; that suits every time 

to its immediate environment and acquires each time 

a different structure sometimes common and grouped 

and sometimes free and regular. 

While considering the different «bayts» (rooms, apart-

ments) encountered in the collections of dars and borjs 

we noticed that the bayt acquired enough maturation 

to stand as a unit; «bayt bel kbu et mkaser » (T room 

flanked by alcoves), characteristic unit of the bordjs and 

dars, this is about the place of life of an unicellular fam-

ily; le «bayt ras el dar» (the most beautiful room) result-

ing from the multiplication of bayt bel kbu allowing it to 

acquire more maturity and sophistication. It meets a 

Tab 5:  Adaptation of the dwelling of 
the region of Tunis (Grira, 2010).

Fig 12:  Dar Ben Abdallah (Grira, 
2010).
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wide variety of bayt ras el dar, bayt with three kbu et 

mkaser (borj chouikha), bayt with four kbu et mkaser 

(borj Kobbet En Nhass).

This is an organization / topological growth, a disposition 

of bubbles living areas are established and fit (competi-

tive cooperative behavior) to form intermediate assem-

blies; composing systems. This is a topological ordering.

The bordj formed by the same composing places that 

the dar, will develop and refine them, to use new combi-

nations for units of unprecedented places. The bordj will 

appear in a regular, simple and rigorous shape, but nor 

axial nor perfectly symmetrical. 

This restructuring seems more appropriate with the po-

etics of this architecture because basically it protectes 

the principle of interiority, the topological equilibration 
principle, a holarchy made elements and «places-bub-

bles» that contain each other; as much as the principle 
of passage and transition affirming to every crossing the 

respective doorsteps. 

Conclusion

By exploring the fields of the poietic (the man’s science 

that doesn’t study a fact, but rather the action of its cre-

ation and the conditions that are favorable to him) we 

can interpret the sets of rules found; indeed in opposi-

tion to the ideal of the Greek that was the proportions, 

Fig 14 : Organization of bubbles 
(Grira, 2010).

Fig 13.  Bordj Kobbet En Nhass (Grira, 
2010).
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the tangible physical world and finished with its clearly 

defined boundaries, the ideal of the Muslims appears 

in the enjoyment of the infinity. The Islamic architecture 

opted for the incarnation of the principles that governs 

the nature such that the dynamic equilibrium, the unit in 

plurality and plurality in the unit, the interiority…

It is this movement close to the cosmic movement that 

one to the multiple and the multiple to the one described 

the whole universe, and this is the movement within the 

dwelling of Tunis brings all parties to the center and proj-

ect the unit in the parts. (Turned of the bayts around the 

wust el dar; bubbles in turn surround the walls…).
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